Introduction
============

Hemispatial neglect ('neglect') is a disabling condition that can follow brain injury. Patients with neglect show difficulty in responding to or orienting towards objects and events that occur on the contralesional side of space ^[@ref-1]^. Symptoms of neglect can be reduced following a brief period of a sensory-motor training technique called prism adaptation ^[@ref-2]^. Patients who spend a few minutes pointing to visual targets while wearing prismatic glasses that shifted the visual image to the right demonstrate a leftward shift, or 'adaptation', in their pointing as well as improved performance on standard clinical tests such as target cancellation and line bisection. The benefits of prism adaptation have been observed in multiple sensory modalities: vision ^[@ref-3]^, tactile detection ^[@ref-4]^, haptic exploration ^[@ref-5]^, pressure sensitivity and finger position sense ^[@ref-6]^, and auditory processing ^[@ref-7]^. Furthermore, prism adaptation results in improvements in tasks that have direct relevance for recovery of independence such as reading ^[@ref-8],\ [@ref-9]^, postural control ^[@ref-10]^, and wheelchair navigation ^[@ref-11],\ [@ref-12]^. The broad generalisation of prism adaptation treatment has generated considerable interest in understanding the mechanisms by which the technique reduces symptoms.

In healthy participants, adaptation to leftward-shifting prisms (producing a rightward reaching bias) temporarily induces neglect-like performance on tests of lateralised spatial attention such as a non-manual version of the line bisection test called the landmark test ^[@ref-13]--\ [@ref-17]^. Although the changes shown by healthy participants are generally smaller in magnitude than those shown by neglect patients, they too have been observed in multiple sensory modalities ^[@ref-14],\ [@ref-16]--\ [@ref-19]^. Interestingly, Michel and colleagues ^[@ref-13]^ showed that the magnitude of midpoint shift increased with more leftward line placement and longer line length, replicating the so-called 'position' and 'length' effects that have been described in neglect patients. Therefore, although adaptation to rightward-shifting prisms can reduce symptoms in neglect patients by shifting the response bias towards the left side of space, adaptation to leftward-shifting prisms can induce a similar but opposite change in healthy participant, inducing a small rightward response bias. The similarity in the effects of prism adaptation on the performance of neglect patients and healthy controls makes it possible to gain insights into the potential therapeutic effects of the technique through experiments on healthy volunteers.

The primary motivation of the present study was to investigate whether prism adaptation can alter object-based attention: that is, the extent to which object boundaries influence the allocation and redirection of selective attention. Considerable research provides support for the existence of object-based attention mechanisms that are distinct from a purely spatially-based allocation of attention in which object boundaries are irrelevant ^[@ref-20]--\ [@ref-22]^. A particularly compelling demonstration of object-based attention was provided by Egly, Driver and Rafal ^[@ref-23]^. In their task (the 'Egly task'), two rectangles were arranged horizontally or vertically on either side of a central fixation cross. Targets appeared at one end of one rectangle. The targets were preceded by a cue in either the same location (validly-cued) or a different location (invalidly-cued) to the target. Critically, for invalidly-cued trials the cue location was either at the same end of the adjacent rectangle as the target (requiring a between-object shift of attention), or in the opposite end of the same rectangle as the target (requiring a within-object shift of attention). By setting the length of the rectangles to be equidistant to the distance separating the rectangles, the authors ensured that any difference in reaction times (RT) for the two invalidly-cued conditions could only be attributed to object-based attention mechanisms (because the spatial separation of the cue and target locations was the same across conditions). Larger RT costs were found for the between-object condition than for the within-object condition, providing evidence for object-based attention.

In neglect patients, symptoms can manifest in both space- and object-based frames of reference. For example, a neglect patient may fail to copy all objects on the left side of a page (space-based neglect), or may fail to copy the left half of every object in the scene regardless of where they appear on the page (object-based neglect). Although patients often demonstrate a combination of space- and object-based neglect, the two are considered to be separable and have partially distinct neurological bases ^[@ref-24],\ [@ref-25]^. The broad generalisation of benefits induced by prism adaptation suggests that the therapy can influence core aspects of neglect symptoms. However, although several studies suggest that prism adaptation can alter space-based orienting in neglect patients ^[@ref-26]--\ [@ref-29]^ and healthy participants ^[@ref-14]--\ [@ref-16]^, there is relatively little evidence that prism adaptation would have equal efficacy in treating patients whose deficits are primarily object-based.

Some insights into whether prism adaptation can influence object-based attention were provided by Schindler and colleagues ^[@ref-30]^. Healthy participants, right-hemisphere lesioned patients *without* neglect, and right-hemisphere patients *with* neglect completed the Egly task before and after adaptation to rightward-shifting prisms. Their task had a similar format to the original Egly task, in that there were two rectangles presented either vertically or horizontally, and these were positioned one on each side of a central fixation cross. Compared to the two control groups, the neglect patients were significantly worse at shifting their attention from one object in the ipsilesional field to another in the contralesional visual field, and this deficit was abolished by prism adaptation. This finding suggests that prism adaptation can influence object-based attention. However there are still some outstanding questions regarding both object-based attention and how it is influenced by prism adaptation. First, for healthy participants adaptation to leftward-shifting prisms can alter cognitive performance, however adaptation to rightward-shifting prisms generally has no such effect (although see Berberovic and Mattingley ^[@ref-19]^ for an exception). Because Schindler and colleagues only tested adaptation to rightward-shifting prisms, it is not yet known whether prism adaptation can induce neglect-like changes in object-based attention in healthy participants. Second, the object-based deficit reported by Schindler and colleagues is potentially confounded by the requirement to shift attention between the two visual fields. Neglect patients were slower at shifting their attention between-objects only when it required a shift of attention from the ipsilesional to contralesional field: the RTs of neglect patients were normal for between-object shifts vertically *within* a visual field, and for horizontal within-object shifts from the ipsilesional to contralesional field. It is therefore unclear whether the pattern shown by their neglect patients at baseline can be attributed to a general deficit in shifting attention horizontally between two objects, or to a more specific deficit in shifting attention between two objects *that are presented in different visual hemifields*. By extension, it is unclear whether the improvements observed following prism adaptation were driven by a change in object-based attention, or an improvement in inter-hemisphere signalling.

In the present study we examine the effect of prism adaptation on space- and object-based attention in healthy participants using an adapted version of the Egly paradigm ^[@ref-31]^ in which all shifts of attention were restricted within one of the two visual fields (see [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Four rectangles (two in each visual field) were presented either horizontally or vertically in each trial. Cues and targets for each trial appeared in the same visual field according to three conditions (validly-cued, within-object shift and between-object shift). In a between-group design, participants completed blocks of the Egly task after adaptation to leftward- or rightward-shifting prisms, or neutral pointing.

Using this four-rectangle version of the Egly paradigm we examined the effect of prism adaptation on three aspects of attention that are known to be altered in hemispatial neglect. First, we examined the effect of prism adaptation on object-based attention by comparing reaction times for validly-cued trials, within-object trials and between-object trials in each visual field across the three participant groups.

Second, we examined the effect of prism adaptation on the tonic distribution of attention across the visual field. Kinsbourne ^[@ref-32]^ argued that the distribution of visuo-spatial attention across space is determined by two opposing gradients controlled by the contralateral cerebral hemispheres. One possible way that prism adaptation influences attention is by altering the balance between these opposing gradients: i.e., by rebalancing the hemispheric competition in patients and unbalancing the hemispheric competition in healthy controls. If this is the case, then adaptation to leftward-shifting prisms would induce a neglect-like gradient of attention in healthy participants, with lowest attention (highest RTs) to the left-most part of the visual field, and highest attention (lowest RTs) to the right-most part of the visual field.

Finally, we examined the effect of prism adaptation on horizontal shifts of attention. Patients with neglect are impaired at shifting their attention in a contralesional direction (the 'disengage deficit' ^[@ref-33]^). There is some evidence that prism adaptation can reduce the disengage deficit in neglect patients ^[@ref-28],\ [@ref-34]^ and can alter reaction times for horizontal shifts of attention in healthy participants ^[@ref-35]^, although there are some inconsistencies in the effects that have been observed for different cue types across these studies. We predicted that adaptation to leftward-shifting prisms would result in a neglect-like deficit in shifting attention leftward. This neglect-like deficit may be restricted to between-object shifts of attention, in keeping with the findings of Schindler and colleagues ^[@ref-30]^.

Methods
=======

Participants
------------

Sixty healthy undergraduates (13 males) participated in the experiment in exchange for course credits (mean age=19.6 years, *SEM*=0.3). Each participant had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and was right-handed according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (mean=-0.84, SEM=0.02, where -1 denotes exclusive right-handedness ^[@ref-36]^). Informed consent was obtained in accordance with guidelines approved by the Bangor University ethics committee and the 2008 Declaration of Helsinki.

Stimuli and procedure
---------------------

The general procedure is outlined in [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Throughout the experiment the participant was seated in a standard computer chair that could be wheeled and rotated by the experimenter between the computer and a custom-built prism adaptation box. The participant completed the Egly task in four sets of three blocks (twelve blocks in total), with prism adaptation preceding each set. Multiple sets of prism adaptation were used to ensure that the participant was fully adapted throughout all of the Egly blocks. Similar 'top-up' adaptation sets have been used previously ^[@ref-30],\ [@ref-37]^. The participant completed one practice Egly block before the first sham adaptation session during which the experimenter gave verbal feedback on the participant's performance. To confirm visuo-motor adaptation, open-loop pointing tests were performed immediately before and after the first session of prism adaptation, and at the end of the experiment (the 'pre', 'post' and 'late' open-loop pointing sessions, respectively). Prism direction was manipulated between groups, with each participant randomly allocated to undergo adaptation to neutral, leftward-shifting or rightward-shifting lenses.

![General procedure.\
PA = prism adaptation.](f1000research-2-2628-g0000){#f1}

Prism adaptation
----------------

For prism adaptation, the participant faced a 90 cm wide × 35 cm high × 70 cm deep prism adaptation box. The box was open at two opposite ends at which the participant and experimenter were positioned, as well as at the top, allowing the participant vision of the inside of the box. Three 1.5 cm diameter targets were placed on the base of the box at arm's length from the participant and at angles of -10°, 0° and +10° from their body midline (negative numbers indicate a leftward displacement). The participant was fitted with welding goggles containing neutral lenses, or 25-diopter (\~17°) Fresnel lenses that induced a visual shift to the left or right. While resting their chin on the edge of the box, the participant reached out to touch the targets in a pre-determined sequence (left-middle-right-middle) that was repeated for 90 pointing movements, returning their hand to rest in front of their torso between each movement. The participants could see only the distal half of each reaching movement. Pointing was performed in time with a metronome set to 1 Hz to encourage a constant, ballistic pointing speed. After completing the 90 pointing movements, the participant closed their eyes and the goggles were removed. To minimise de-adaptation, the participant was asked to keep their eyes closed between the different parts of the experiment, with the exception that after each set of three Egly blocks a more extended break was offered in which the participant could keep their eyes open before undergoing another set of prism adaptation.

Pre-adaptation, post-adaptation and late open-loop pointing
-----------------------------------------------------------

A lid was placed on the box with lines drawn on the upper surface radiating at angles of -10°, 0° and +10° from the participant's body midline. These served as target lines for the open-loop pointing task. The participant rested their chin on the top of the box and pointed with their right arm under each of the target lines four times in pseudorandom order as directed by the experimenter, returning their hand to rest in front of their torso between each pointing movement. The participant was instructed to point with their elbow straight and their index finger extended. Pointing error was measured by the experimenter to the nearest 0.5 degrees with the aid of markings drawn on the underside of the lid.

Egly task
---------

Stimuli were generated by Eprime software on a Dell PC running Windows XP. They appeared on a 17-inch monitor running at 85 Hz, positioned 60 cm from the participant's eyes. Head movements were prevented by a chin rest that also prevented vision of the responding (right) hand.

[Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} show examples of stimuli used in the experiment. In a pilot version of this experiment we tested a simple target detection response in which participants pressed a button when a square target appeared. A third of pilot participants responded to more than 30% of the catch trials ('false alarms', i.e., trials in which no target appeared and the participants were required to refrain from responding). Because the high number of false alarms brings into question the reliability of the responses to true targets, we opted to use a discrimination task ^[@ref-38]^ in the reported experimental study in order to encourage participants to respond appropriately to all targets.

Stimuli appeared as grey figures on a white background unless otherwise indicated. Four rectangles were presented, two on each side of a central 0.2° × 0.2° fixation point. The rectangles were presented in the same orientation: either all horizontal or all vertical. Each rectangle subtended visual angles of 5.0° by 1°. Adjacent rectangles\' outer edges were separated by a visual angle of 5.0°. Therefore, the angular distance between the two rectangles\' outer edges in each hemifield was equal to the angular length of the longest side of the individual rectangles. The distance of the closest edge of any rectangle was 1.3° from the edge of the central fixation cross. The four rectangles and the fixation cross remained on the screen for the entire trial.

![Trial timecourse.\
The figure shows the timing and duration of each event (ms). A vertical arrangement of rectangles (as shown) was used in half of the trials, and a horizontal arrangement was used in the remaining half of the trials. A within-object condition is shown.](f1000research-2-2628-g0001){#f2}

![Possible target locations.\
The three possible target locations are shown relative to the cue location given in [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. For the three possible trial types the target 'T' is circled in red for illustrative purposes (no red circle was displayed in the experiment).](f1000research-2-2628-g0002){#f3}

After 1000 ms a cue was presented for 100 ms in the form of a blackening of the outline at one end of one of the rectangles (see [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). After a further 100 ms delay, the cue was followed by a target appearing for 200 ms in 1 of 3 locations relative to the cue. The target was a black T or L, measuring 0.4° × 0.4°, which could appear at any orientation. In the majority of trials (71.4%) the target appeared in the same position on the same rectangle as the cue (validly-cued trials, see [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In 28.6% of trials the target appeared at a position other than that indicated by the cue (i.e., invalid cueing), requiring a shift of attention. In these trials, the target appeared either at the opposite end of the same rectangle as the cue (within-object shift) or at the same end of the rectangle adjacent to that which the cue had appeared in (between-object shift). These shifts were confined within the visual field such that the target always appeared on the same side of the fixation cross as the cue. Within-object and between-object shifts occurred equiprobably, and the angular distance of the attentional shift was equal for both of these conditions. Distractors in the form of 0.4° × 0.4° black T/L hybrids (Fs) appeared in all other locations for the same duration as the target (200 ms).

The participant was asked to indicate whether the target was a T or an L. Responses were given by pressing either of two keys of a standard keyboard with the index and middle fingers of the right hand, with response mapping counterbalanced between participants. The response keys were placed directly in front of the participant's body midline. The trial ended when the participant gave their response, or after 3000 ms, whichever came first. There was a 500 ms inter-trial interval in which only the fixation cross remained on the screen. Each participant completed twelve experimental blocks of 112 trials each.

The participant was instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible, and to maintain central fixation. Fixation was monitored by the experimenter through a closed-circuit television. For trials in which eye movements occurred the experimenter clicked a mouse button, and these trials were later removed from analysis.

Data analysis
-------------

The data from the open-loop pointing and Egly tasks were analysed using repeated-measures ANOVAs. Sphericity was violated in some datasets ( *p* for Mauchley's W \> .05), in which case Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected alpha levels were used and are indicated. Follow-up analyses were performed using paired- and independent-samples t-tests with Bonferroni-corrected alpha levels.

Pointing errors were analysed using a Group (L, N, R) × Session (pre, post, late) ANOVA.

For the Egly task, trials in which participants made an eye movement or gave an incorrect response were excluded from the RT analyses. In addition, because there were a substantially greater number of valid than invalid trials, each participant's data were screened for outliers in the valid, within-object and between-object conditions, with RTs more than 2SD from the mean for each condition excluded from analysis. These criteria resulted in excluding less than 1% of the data. For each participant, mean RTs and percentage accuracy were calculated for each condition and grouped for further analysis. Three sets of repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed to examine the effects of prism adaptation on different aspects of space- and object-based attention.

First, to examine the effects of prism adaptation on object-based attention in each visual field, we performed repeated-measures ANOVAs of mean RTs and percentage accuracy with three factors: Group (L, N, R) × Visual Field \[left visual field (LVF), right visual field (RVF)\] × Validity (valid, within, between).

Second, to examine the effects of prism adaptation on the tonic distribution of attention across the visual field, the mean RTs for validly-cued trials were pooled according to which of the four horizontal locations they appeared in. The mean RTs and percentage accuracy were subject to Group (L, N, R) × Horizontal Location (left-LVF, right-LVF, left-RVF, right-RVF) ANOVAs with the prediction that adaptation to leftward-shifting prisms would result in slower RTs and lower accuracy in the LVF, and that this decrement in performance would be most evident in the leftmost location in the LVF.

The third set of analyses tested for any effects of prism adaptation on location-based costs of shifting attention horizontally within an object or between two objects in each visual field. The data for invalidly-cued trials involving a horizontal shift in attention were subjected to two Group (L, N, R) × Visual Field (left, right) × Shift Type (between, within) × Horizontal Shift Direction (left shift, right shift) ANOVAs. If adaptation to leftward-shifting prisms results in a neglect-like disengage deficit, participants in the leftward-shifting group would demonstrate increased RT costs and/or reduced accuracy for shifting attention leftward, which could be observed only for between-object shifts.

Results
=======

Data screening
--------------

Three participants performed no better than chance in the discrimination task for the invalidly-cued trials in the Egly task (chi-squares *p*\>0.05), and were excluded from further analyses.

Pointing errors
---------------

The raw pointing error data are provided in [Dataset 1](#B1){ref-type="other"}. The Group (L, N, R) × Session (pre, post, late) ANOVA revealed a main effect of Session \[ *F*(1.7,93.7)=7.4, *p*\<0.005, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected\] and a main effect of Group \[ *F*(1,54)=53.2, *p*\<0.001\]. These were driven by a significant Group × Session interaction \[ *F*(3.4,93.7)=61.0, *p*\<0.001, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected\], which is plotted in [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}.

![Open loop pointing errors.\
Horizontal pointing errors (°) are shown for the Group × Session interaction. L = leftward-shifting; N = neutral pointing; R = rightward-shifting. Error bars indicate ±1SEM; \*\* indicates *p*\<0.001.](f1000research-2-2628-g0003){#f4}

Dataset 1. Mean pointing errorsPointing errors (º) were measured for each individual participant in sets of 12 trials before (pre-test) and after (post-test) the first set of prism adaptation, and at the end of the experimental session (late-test). For each participant the errors were averaged within each pointing block and are provided here. L = leftward-shifting prism group; R = rightward-shifting prism group; N=neutral pointing group.Click here for additional data file.

The mean pointing errors for the neutral group were unchanged across sessions (Pre: *M*=0.0, *SEM*=0.43; Post: *M*=-0.2, *SEM*=0.46; Late: *M*=-0.6, *SEM*=0.57; *p*s\>0.05). For the leftward-shifting prism group there was a significant rightward shift in pointing errors between the pre-adaptation ( *M*=0.4, *SEM*=0.44) and post-adaptation sessions \[ *M*=4.3, *SEM*=0.47; *t*(18)=9.6, *p*\<0.001\]. Pointing errors at the late test ( *M*=3.0, *SEM*=0.58) were also significantly rightward of the pre-adaptation error level \[ *t*(18)=4.7, *p*\<0.001\].

Similarly, for the rightward-shifting prism group there was a significant leftward shift in pointing errors between pre-adaptation ( *M*=-1.1, *SEM*=0.46) and post-adaptation \[ *M*=-5.3, *SEM*=0.48; *t*(19)=13.5, *p*\<0.001\]. Pointing errors at the late test were also significantly leftward of pre-test error \[ *M*=-5.7, *SEM*=0.60; *t*(19)=14.2, *p*\<0.001\].

In summary, as expected, there was no change in pointing error for the neutral group, and the leftward- and rightward-shifting prism groups showed significant changes in pointing errors that were in the predicted direction for the prismatic shift and were sustained throughout the entire post-adaptation Egly task.

Egly task
---------

The analyses of accuracy and mean RTs produced identical results with respect to the experimental hypotheses. For the sake of brevity, only the RT analyses are reported here, however both raw datasets are provided ( [Dataset 2](#B2){ref-type="other"}-- [Dataset 7](#B4){ref-type="other"}). Mean accuracy was 85%.

The Group (N, L, R) × Visual Field (left, right) × Validity (valid, within, between) ANOVA revealed a main effect of Visual Field \[ *F*(1,54)=20.0, *p*\<0.001\] and a main effect of Validity \[ *F*(2,108)=199.0, *p*\<0.001\]. These were driven by a significant Visual Field × Validity interaction \[ *F*(2,104.5)=3.36, *p*\<0.05; Greenhouse-Geisser corrected\], which is shown in [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. In the LVF, RTs for validly-cued trials were 115 ms faster than RTs for trials requiring a within-object shift of attention \[valid: *M*=398, *SEM*=10; within-object: *M*=513, *SEM*=15; *t*(56)=15.0, *p*\<0.001\], and trials requiring a between-object shift in attention ( *M*=553, *SEM*=18) were a further 40 ms slower compared to within-object shifts \[ *t*(56)=6.2, *p*\<0.001\]. In the RVF, RTs for validly-cued trials were 106 ms faster than for the within-object shift condition \[valid: *M*=388, *SEM*=10.6; within-object: *M*=494, *SEM*=14; *t*(56)=14.5, *p*\<0.001\], and RTs for the between-object shift condition ( *M*=526, *SEM*=16) were a further 32 ms slower than for trials requiring a within-object shift of attention \[ *t*(56)=5.3, *p*\<0.001\]. Finally, for each of the three trial types, RTs were significantly faster for trials in the RVF compared to the LVF ( *p*s\<0.005). There were no further significant main effects or interactions, including no main effects or interactions involving Group ( *F*s\<2.1, *p*s\>0.05). The raw percentage accuracy and mean RTs for this analysis are provided in [Datasets 2 and 3](#B2){ref-type="other"}.

![Visual field × Validity interaction.\
Mean RTs (ms) are shown for the three different target types in the left visual field (LVF) and right visual field (RVF). Error bars indicate ±1SEM; \*\* indicates *p*\<0.001.](f1000research-2-2628-g0004){#f5}

Datasets 2 and 3: Percentage accuracy and mean RTs (ms) for the group by visual field by validity ANOVA.Dataset 2: For each participant, percentage accuracy was calculated within each of the levels of visual field and validity. The group data were subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA. The analyses of percentage accuracy are not reported, as they resulted in similar results with regards to the experimental hypotheses as the analysis of mean RTs. L = leftward-shifting prism group; R = rightward-shifting prism group; N=neutral pointing group; LVF = left visual field; RVF = right visual field.Dataset 3: For each participant, RTs (ms) were averaged within each of the levels of visual field and validity. The group data were subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA, as reported in the text. L = leftward-shifting prism group; R = rightward-shifting prism group; N=neutral pointing group; LVF = left visual field; RVF = right visual field.Click here for additional data file.

These results replicate the classic Egly effect: invalidly-cued trials are associated with slower RTs compared to validly-cued trials, and this RT cost is significantly larger for between-object shifts of attention than within-object shifts. This pattern was present in both visual fields and was unaltered by prism adaptation.

The percentage accuracy and mean RT data of each participant for the Group (L, N, R) × Horizontal Location (left-LVF, right-LVF, left-RVF, right-RVF) analyses are provided in [Datasets 4 and 5](#B3){ref-type="other"}. The ANOVA of mean RTs revealed a significant main effect of Horizontal Location \[ *F*(1,105)=116.0, *p*\<0.001\], and a non-significant trend for the Group × Horizontal Location interaction \[ *F*(3.1,84.7)=2.6, *p*=0.054; Greenhouse-Geisser corrected\]. Paired-samples t-tests revealed that in each group the RTs for targets appearing closer to fixation (i.e., right-LVF and left-RVF) were significantly faster than those appearing further away to fixation (i.e., left-LVF and right-RVF, *p*s\<0.001; [Figure 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Reaction times across the visual field.\
Mean RTs (ms) are shown for validly-cued trials according to horizontal location for the three different groups. L = leftward-shifting; R = rightward-shifting, N = neutral pointing; LVF = left visual field; RVF = right visual field; Lloc = left location, Rloc = right location. Error bars indicate ±1SEM.](f1000research-2-2628-g0005){#f6}

Datasets 4 and 5: Percentage accuracy and mean RTs (ms) for the group by horizontal location ANOVA.Dataset 4: For each participant, percentage accuracy was calculated within each of the four horizontal location conditions. The group data were subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA. The analyses of percentage accuracy are not reported, as they resulted in similar results with regards to the experimental hypotheses as the analysis of mean RTs. L = leftward-shifting prism group; R = rightward-shifting prism group; N=neutral pointing group; LVF = left visual field; RVF = right visual field; leftloc = left location; rightloc = right location.Dataset 5: For each participant, RTs (ms) were averaged within each of the four horizontal location conditions. The group data were subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA, as reported in the text. L = leftward-shifting prism group; R = rightward-shifting prism group; N=neutral pointing group; LVF = left visual field; RVF = right visual field; leftloc = left location; rightloc = right location.Click here for additional data file.

Independent-samples t-tests comparing the mean RTs for the three groups at each location revealed that the leftward-shifting prism group responded to targets in the rightmost location of the RVF 70 ms slower than the neutral pointing group \[left: *M*=466, *SEM*=80.4; neutral: *M*=396, *SEM*=79.8; *t*(37)=2.7, *p*\<0.012\], however there were no significant differences in the RTs of these groups in the three other locations ( *p*s\>0.012, Bonferroni corrected). There were also no significant differences between the leftward- and rightward-shifting prism groups, or between the rightward-shifting prism group and the neutral pointing group in any of the four locations ( *p*s\>0.012, Bonferroni corrected). Therefore, these results are not consistent with a systematic neglect-like change in the RTs of the leftward-shifting prism group, but instead reflect a typical eccentricity-driven distribution of attention ^[@ref-39]--\ [@ref-41]^.

The Group (N, L, R) × Visual Field (LVF, RVF) × Shift Type (between, within) × Horizontal Shift Direction (left-shift, right-shift) ANOVA was performed on the mean RTs for invalidly-cued trials only. There was a significant main effect of Visual Field \[ *F*(1,54)=9.0, *p*\<0.005\], a significant main effect of Shift Type \[ *F*(1,54)=28.2, *p*\<0.002\] and a significant main effect of Horizontal Shift Direction \[ *F*(1,54)=4.7, *p*\<0.05\]. There was also a significant Visual Field × Horizontal Shift Direction interaction \[ *F*(1,54)=170.7, *p*\<0.005\]. These were driven by a significant three-way interaction of Visual Field × Shift Type × Horizontal Shift Direction \[ *F*(1, 54)=4.3, *p*\<0.05), which is plotted in [Figure 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}. The percentage accuracy and mean RTs for each participant for this analysis is provided in [Datasets 6 and 7](#B4){ref-type="other"}.

![Visual field × Shift Type × Horizontal Shift Direction interaction.\
Mean RTs (ms) are shown for invalidly-cued trials that involved a horizontal shift in attention. LVF = left visual field; RVF = right visual field; L shift = left shift; R shift = right shift. Error bars indicate ±1SEM; \*\* indicates *p*\<0.005 for each t-test comparison of between- and within-object shifts.](f1000research-2-2628-g0006){#f7}

Datasets 6 and 7: Percentage accuracy and mean RTs (ms) for the group by visual field x shift type x horizontal shift direction ANOVA.Dataset 6: For each participant, percentage accuracy was calculated within each level of visual field and horizontal shift direction. The group data were subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA. The analyses of percentage accuracy are not reported, as they resulted in similar results with regards to the experimental hypotheses as the analysis of mean RTs. L = leftward-shifting prism group; R = rightward-shifting prism group; N=neutral pointing group; LVF = left visual field; RVF = right visual field.Dataset 7: For each participant, RTs (ms) were averaged within each level of visual field and horizontal shift direction. The group data were subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA, as reported in the text. L = leftward-shifting prism group; R = rightward-shifting prism group; N=neutral pointing group; LVF = left visual field; RVF = right visual field; Click here for additional data file.

For between-object shifts, mean RTs for shifting rightward in the LVF were 109 ms faster than mean RTs for shifting leftward in the LVF \[leftward: *M*=602, *SEM*=21.4; rightward: *M*=493, *SEM*=20; *t*(56)=8.6, *p*\<0.001\]. Similarly, for between-object shifts, mean RTs for shifting leftward in the RVF were 143 ms faster than mean RTs for shifting rightward in the RVF \[leftward: *M*=454, *SEM*=14; rightward: *M*=597, *SEM*=19.8; *t*(56)=10.9, *p*\<0.001\]. For within-object shifts, mean RTs for shifting rightward in the LVF were 99 ms faster than mean RTs for shifting leftward in the LVF \[leftward: *M*=568, *SEM*=18.5; rightward: *M*=469, *SEM*=14.7; *t*(56)=9.2, *p*\<0.001\]. Similarly, for within-object shifts, mean RTs for shifting leftward in the RVF were 116 ms faster than mean RTs for shifting rightward in the RVF \[leftward: *M*=440, *SEM*=14.0; rightward: *M*=556, *SEM*=18.8; *t*(56)=9.7, *p*\<0.001\]. Furthermore, t-tests comparing RTs for between- to within-object shifts for each shift direction in each visual field revealed that the RT advantage for within-object shifts was only significant for shifts away from fixation ( *p*s\<0.005). Finally, there were no main effects or interactions involving Group ( *F*s\<2.0, *p*s\>0.05).

Discussion
==========

The results demonstrate that adaptation to leftward-shifting prisms did not alter the performance of healthy participants on the Egly task. Specifically, there were no differences between the three groups in their relative RTs for validly-cued, within-object and between-object trials ( [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), indicating no effect of prism adaptation on object-based attention. RTs for validly-cued trials in four locations across the visual field were numerically larger for both prism groups compared to the neutral pointing group ( [Figure 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). However, this difference was not significant, and the responses of the leftward-shifting prism group were not consistent with a neglect-like decrement in LVF attention relative to the neutral group. Finally, there were no differences between the three groups in the speed with which attention was shifted laterally in each visual field ( [Figure 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that adaptation to leftward-shifting prisms did not produce a neglect-like disengage deficit. Therefore, although significant motor after-effects were obtained for both prism groups, the data do not provide any evidence that prism adaptation alters space- or object-based attention in healthy participants.

The existing literature provides a number of examples of tasks for which prism adaptation has been shown to improve the performance of neglect patients and also produce neglect-like changes in the performance of healthy participants: for example line bisection ^[@ref-13],\ [@ref-19],\ [@ref-42]^, mental number bisection ^[@ref-14],\ [@ref-43]^, haptic circle centring ^[@ref-5],\ [@ref-17]^ and postural control ^[@ref-10],\ [@ref-18]^. However, there are some tasks for which prism adaptation has been shown to reduce neglect symptoms, but has no impact on the performance of healthy participants: visual search ^[@ref-27],\ [@ref-44]^ and a temporal order judgement task sensitive to biases in spatial attention ^[@ref-26]^. Our results are consistent with the latter category in that there is substantial evidence that prism adaptation can influence the spatial distribution of attention in neglect patients ^[@ref-26],\ [@ref-28],\ [@ref-34]^, and specific evidence that it influences the performance of neglect patients on the Egly task ^[@ref-30]^, however we find no evidence for any prism-related differences in the performance of healthy participants on our Egly task. These results are consistent with those of Schindler and colleagues ^[@ref-30]^, who found that adaptation to rightward-shifting prisms did not alter the performance of healthy participants on a version of the Egly task, and we have extended their findings by showing that there are also no changes following adaptation to leftward-shifting prisms.

We have previously noted that any aspects of performance that have been altered by prism adaptation in healthy individuals are ones for which 'normal' behaviour is already biased ^[@ref-45]^. The term 'pseudoneglect' refers to the commonly observed leftward bias that is shown by healthy participants on visuo-spatial tasks such as line bisection, even in the absence of motor responses ^[@ref-46]^. One explanation for this bias is that engaging in visuo-spatial tasks, which favour right-hemisphere processing, results in a slight imbalance in the opponent attentional gradients of the two hemispheres such that the leftward orienting controlled by the right hemisphere is dominant. Many studies that demonstrate changes in the performance of healthy participants following prism adaptation could be interpreted as 'treating' or reducing pseudoneglect rather than inducing neglect-like patterns ^[@ref-13],\ [@ref-15],\ [@ref-16],\ [@ref-26]^. Consistent with this explanation, we demonstrated that prism adaptation altered the extent to which participants processed the local elements of a visual image compared to the global configuration ^[@ref-45]^. Like pseudoneglect, global-local processing has been related to opponent processes of the left and right hemispheres ^[@ref-47],\ [@ref-48]^, and healthy participants normally show a bias in favour of right-hemisphere global processing ^[@ref-49]^.

In contrast, healthy participants do not normally show a pseudoneglect-style spatial bias when performing the Egly task , visual search ^[@ref-44]^ or temporal order judgement ^[@ref-50]^. Although the participants in the present study did show an overall spatial bias (see [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), this was present as a RVF RT advantage, rather than a LVF RT advantage as would be indicative of pseudoneglect. Because all participants gave their responses using their right hands, the RVF advantage can be attributed to the common phenomenon of speeded responses when stimuli are presented in the same side of space as the response button or responding hand (the 'Simon effect' ^[@ref-51]^). That is, the RT imbalance that we observed is probably not due to a hemispheric or visual field difference in the way that the central cognitive task is performed per se. Our results are therefore consistent with our previous proposal that prism adaptation is more likely to perturb cognitive functions for which the baseline performance is already biased (either by brain damage or due to normal cognitive phenomena such as pseudoneglect ^[@ref-45]^).

Assuming that the mechanisms through which prism adaptation influences the performance of healthy participants and neglect patients are similar, it is possible that the absence of any effects of left-shifting prisms in inducing a neglect-like effect on healthy participants in the current study can be attributed to our design. Schindler and colleagues ^[@ref-30]^ used a simple detection task to demonstrate the benefits of rightward-shifting prisms for patients with neglect whereas the present study used a discrimination task. It is possible that prism adaptation influences only early or rapid attentional processes and changes in performance do not manifest in the longer time period that it takes to identify a target. Furthermore, we restricted the cues and targets for each trial within a visual field. Prism adaptation may only influence object-based attention in situations in which attention is shifted between objects in different visual fields (e.g., due to the demand for interhemispheric communication). In the present study, limiting the stimuli for each trial to within a visual hemifield may have meant that once cued, attention remained focussed within the visual field so that the demands of shifting attention to a different object in the same visual field were smaller than what would be required for a between-object shift *across* visual fields. A smaller overall effect of object-based attention would mean that any differences between the groups could be too small to detect.

Prism effects aside, our study extended the findings of Egly and colleagues ^[@ref-23]^ by demonstrating that the RT cost associated with shifting attention between-objects compared to within-objects are present when each visual field is probed separately. Furthermore, for horizontal shifts of attention these differences are only significant when shifting attention outward, away from fixation. This adds to an extensive literature supporting the existence of object-based attention ^[@ref-21],\ [@ref-22],\ [@ref-52]^.

To understand the cognitive and neural mechanisms that underlie prism adaptation, it is important to examine tasks on which this technique has no impact, as well as those for which changes are observed. Our results show that prism adaptation does not alter object- or space-based attention in healthy participants performing the Egly task. Although it is possible that particular features of our design, such as the use of a discrimination task rather than a detection task, contributed to this null finding, our results are also consistent with the proposal that prism adaptation may only perturb cognitive functions for which normal baseline performance is already biased.

The authors wish to thank Julia Taylor for assistance with data collection.
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**General**

This is a well designed study using appropriate methods. The authors demonstrate convincingly that prism adaptation does not impact on either within or between object attention shifts. The introduction is, overall, scholarly and concise and the discussion provides a comprehensive explanation of the findings by arguing that a biased normal baseline performance is a pre-requisite for observing significant changes in attention biases following prism adaptation. I only have a few very minor suggestions/comments the authors may want to consider:

**Introduction**

As Radek Ptak pointed out not all studies using prism adaptation in neglect yielded positive results.

I agree regarding the inclusion of conflicting results but it is clear that the methods used varied between studies such as the extent to which the hand/arm was seen by the subject during pointing (full view of the arm vs. view of the finger only during adaptation). In addition, the type of prisms used varied across studies i.e. some used Fresnel prisms that do not provide a seamless shift of the visual field whereas others used prisms that fused magnifying lenses with prism lenses providing a seamless visual percept.

Finally, the nature of brain damage itself may account for some patients showing larger prismatic after-effects than others. A recent fMRI study by [Luauté et al. (2009)](http://www.jneurosci.org/cgi/pmidlookup?view=long&pmid=19129395) in healthy participants indicated increased activation of inferior parietal areas during the early stage of error detection and correction and temporal areas during the later stage of sensory realignment. Thus the combination of different prisms, adaptation protocols and lesion location/extent as well as lesion age might contribute in part to these conflicting findings.

**Results**

On page 7 it is stated that the mean accuracy was 85% which could be further specified by including the accuracy range across adaptation groups to provide information on whether the accuracy levels were comparable.

Also one interesting finding is that the neutral group seems to show faster reaction times compared to both prism groups irrespective of target location in the visual field. It would be useful to evaluate whether the two prism groups (pooled) showed overall higher reaction times than the neutral group as suggested by Radek Ptak ** **but also whether the increase in reaction times was paralleled by a change in accuracy. If this is the case, it would suggest a perturbing overall impact of prism adaptation in healthy participants in the Egly task. This would potentially strengthen the argument of non--beneficial effects of prism adaptation in tasks that elicit unbiased performance in healthy participants.

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
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This well-written paper presents a methodologically sound study that examined the effects of prism adaptation on within- and between-object shifts of attention in healthy participants. The main finding is negative, namely that prism adaptation neither affects space-based nor object-based attention. This finding was observed despite robust adaptation effects found in open-loop pointing. The conclusion of the authors is that prism adaptation may 'only perturb cognitive functions for which normal baseline performance is already biased', which according to them is not the case for the task used in the present study.

 

The title of the article is appropriate and the abstract adequately summarizes the main findings. I recommend this article, but have three minor comments concerning the introduction, methods and interpretation of the results.

 

**Introduction**

The authors should be cautious when discussing the beneficial effects of prism adaptation on spatial neglect. Rehabilitation of neglect certainly is a great challenge and therapeutic techniques that appear to have lasting effects following very short interventions should undergo rigorous assessment with randomized, controlled clinical trials. It should be noted that the positive results of [Rossetti *et al.* (1998)](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9744273), were not replicated in a more recent study using the same methodology ( [Rousseaux *et al.*, 2006)](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16373638). In addition, a randomized study on a much larger group of neglect patients did not find any benefits of prism adaptation, as compared to repeated pointing with sham prisms ( [Turton *et al.*, 2010](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19629848)).

I think that in the domain of rehabilitation negative results are at least as important as positive results, and should therefore be acknowledged by the authors.

 

**Methods**

The fact that all participants responded with their right hand in the RT task is problematic, as small effects due to prism adaptation might be masked by larger effects due to space-hand mapping. I appreciate that the authors are aware of this limitation.

 

**Results**

I was surprised that the analysis of results presented in Figure 6 did not yield a main group effect (the authors only describe a marginal group x horizontal location interaction). Interestingly, both adaptation groups show increased RTs when compared to the non-adapted group, an effect that is consistent across all four locations. What was the p-value of the main group effect in the ANOVA and is there a possibility to further examine this group effect (e.g., by pooling the two prism adaptation groups and comparing them to the non-adapted group)? I think this slowing of RTs following prism adaptation, irrespective of direction of the adaptation, is worth at least a comment if not further study.

 

***Suggested literature***
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Version 1

This is a well written paper describing a rigorously conducted study. The title accurately reflects the results and the abstract does a good job of summarizing the key results. It\'s not clear from the introduction whether patients experience attenuation of neglect only when wearing the prisms, or whether the effects persist after removal of the prisms. Perhaps the authors could add a sentence or two to clarify?  My only comment on the results is that I would like to see estimates of effect sizes reported to help interpret the data. The conclusions are justified given the data.
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Many thanks for these comments and suggestions. The journal editors have suggested that we await further reviewer comments before amending the text of the article. In the mean-time I am happy to address your comments here.

Patients with hemispatient neglect demonstrate reduced symptoms after undergoing prism adaptation, and this amelioration generally persists for at least two hours after a single treatment session ( [Rossetti *et al*., 1998](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9744273)), and in some studies has been reported to persist for as much as a day ( [Farné *et al.*, 2002](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11900724)) or even a week ( [McIntosh *et al*., 2002](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12146658)) following prism adaptation.

We will revise the results section to include effect sizes.
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